Indian Maritime University  
Chennai Campus

ADMISSION NOTICE  
LATERAL ENTRY TO B.TECH MARINE ENGINEERING

Applications are invited for admission to second year B.Tech Marine Engineering at Indian Maritime University, East coast Road, Uthandi, Chennai -600119.

ELIGIBILITY:
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION:

1. Candidates can join II year of 4 year Marine Engineering Degree course provided he has passed first year training from the alternate training scheme, approved by D.G. Shipping (This will not be applicable to MERI)
Or

Candidates can join II year of 4 year Marine Engineering Degree course who have passed First year from the Engineering college in other stream like Mechanical or Electrical Approved by AICTE with 60% average marks
Or

2. Candidates can join II year of 4 year Marine Engineering Degree course who have passed 3 years Diploma course in Mechanical/Marine/Electrical/Electrical & Electronics, from the Colleges approved by AICTE or state Board of Technical Education with minimum 55% of Aggregate marks in the last year of Diploma course
Or

3. Candidates can join II year of 4 year Marine Engineering course who have passed 3 years Diploma course, in addition to the three years regular Diploma course in Mechanical/ Electrical/ Electrical & Electronics Engineering in following categories from the colleges Approved by AICTE or state Board of Technical Education with minimum 55% of aggregate Marks in the last year of Diploma course:


   Electrical & Electronics Engineering Stream:

   Digital Electronics/Electronics and communication /Electronics & Telecommunication /Industrial Electronics/Electronics/Electronics Production & Maintenance /Instrumentation /Instrumentation & control.
Mechanical Engineering Stream:

Automobile/Machine tools and Maintenance/Plant Engineering/Production Technology /Production Engineering/Advanced Diploma in Tool & Die Making.

[Note: The candidates in this category are not eligible for exemption in the examination Of Applied Mechanics and Heat Engine subjects of Part ‘A”MEO class IV and class II of Certificate of competency Examinations.]

Or

A candidate can join II year of 4 year’s Marine Engineering Degree course who have passed 4 years Diploma in ship building Engineering from the colleges approved by AICTE or state Board of Technical Education with minimum 55% aggregate marks in the last year of Diploma course.

The candidates should have obtained with minimum of 50% marks in English language at X or XII std or in the Degree/Diploma course conducted by recognised Board or University.

Note: Part time or Distance Learning or Correspondence course or any combination of these will not be considered.

AGE: 25 Years

Physical and Medical Standards: Medically fit as per Merchant Shipping Medical Examination Rules, 2000 as mentioned from time to time.

Eye Sight:
Distance vision (Unaided) 0.5 (Values given in snellen Decimal Notation) (6/12) in each Eye or 0.67 (Values given in snellen Decimal Notation), (6/9 in better eye and 0.33) (Values Given in snellen Decimal Notation) and (6/18) in other eye. Normal colour vision.

Course fees: Rs. 2,25,000/- Per Year

Selection Procedure: Selection will be purely on the basis of merit. Candidates will be informed to the selection procedure at appropriate time.

For application form log on to www.imu.edu.in

Last Date: The last date for receipt of application is 15.07.2013
The application duly filled in along with the copies of the certificate to be sent to:

THE DEPUTY REGISTRAR (EXAMS&ACADEMIC),
INDIAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY CHENNAI CAMPUS,
EAST COAST ROAD, UTHANDI
CHENNAI - 600119.